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There must be many signs indeed before it would come into his head that a
woman was in love with him, especially the one to _______ he looked up, and
thought so beautiful.

1.

But she little knew with _______ she was reckoning.2.

He was a shadowy fellow _______ kindled the fire.3.

_______ ever heard of a Catholic Arnold?4.

It places the author at a bound in the rank of those artists to _______ we
look for the skillful presentation of strong personal impressions of life and
character.

5.

Once upon a time there was a King _______ had twelve sons.6.

I never hated the woman _______ deceived me.7.

But the cheerful patience with which I appeared to bear my sufferings,
perhaps also the gratitude and eagerness with which I received everything,
attracted most of the men and women for _______ I really cared.

8.

They all had something that they were willing to venture except poor Dick,
_______ had neither money nor goods, and therefore could send nothing.
9.

His conception of the ideal wife was not that of one from _______ the half
of life must be excluded.
10.

They were at length conducted to a soldier, _______ was seated on the
grass.
11.

All other liberty is a compromise between our own freedom of will and the
wills of those with _______ we come in contact.
12.

My mother was the only person _______ had them.13.

I have taken this ring from the hands of your brother, to _______ I had
lent it, and by its help he covered himself with glory.
14.
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He is the young student's joy and expectation, and the most accepted
guest, to _______ they lend a willing hand to discharge him of his burden.
15.

I will not speak of her father, to _______ I am so greatly indebted.16.

This time it was Agatha _______ broke in.17.

But if the light should be shown to you by one to _______ it hath been
revealed, it would not be extinguished again.
18.

Few persons, at all events few women, _______ looked upon him ever
looked beyond his eyes.
19.

There was once a king _______ had three daughters.20.
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